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Launching (relatively) soon!

Medium-class explorer (MIDEX)

PI: Jamie Bock (Caltech/JPL)

Selected in 2019

Targeting launch in 2025



The SPHEREx collaboration

Ari



What is SPHEREx?

Low-Earth orbit

Near infrared (0.5-5 um)

Full sky

Mid-resolution

● Spatial: 6”
● Spectral: R = 40-100



Why space? “The 1997 reference of diffuse night sky brightness”
Leinert+ 1998



Why SPHEREx?

How did the Universe begin?

How did galaxies form?

How did life form?
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How did the Universe begin?

Inflation seeds 
cosmological structures

3D distribution 
of galaxies



Cosmic inflation

Leading paradigm

● Quantum fluctuations seed structure

Constrained through CMB polarization

Orthogonal constraints with 3D galaxy 
distribution → SPHEREx



Non-gaussianity

CMB is Gaussian
→ fNL < 10 (Planck) Many more modes in 3D galaxy distribution

→ SPHEREx will achieve fNL < 1



Non-gaussianity



Non-gaussianity



How did galaxies form?

Integrated starlight Extragalactic 
background light (EBL)



Extragalactic background light (EBL)

Census of cosmic light production

Cooray 2016



Intensity mapping

Integrated light from all sources 
including unresolved

● Dwarf galaxies
● Stripped stars (intrahalo light)
● High-redshift galaxies

Total = 
galaxies + 

diffuse

Galaxy 
survey

Intensity 
mapping

Doré+ 
2015



Line-intensity mapping

Separate by wavelength

Follow atomic/molecular 
transition lines

Tomography of cosmic 
structure



How did life form?

Stars produce 
heavier 
elements

Water and other 
biogenic molecules



Interstellar chemistry



Interstellar ices

99% of interstellar water is ice

“Follow the water” → “Follow the ice”

Water isn’t the only biogenic 
molecule

“Follow the ice” → “Follow the ices”



Ice absorption



Instrument

20 cm



Telescope

20 cm

Three-mirror anastigmat 
(TMA) telescope

Teledyne H2RG detectors
(also on James Webb Space Telescope)



Spectroscopy without a spectrometer

Linear variable filter (made by VIAVI)

Space heritage on, e.g., New Horizons



How SPHEREx constructs galaxy spectra

6 detector tiles
with linear 
variable filters

Scan to fill out spectrum



All-sky legacy archive

Spectrum for every 6” pixel on the sky

Identify candidates for follow-up with, 
e.g., James Webb Space Telescope

Combine with upcoming observatories, 
e.g., LSST, Euclid, Roman



Questions?

Learn more at spherex.caltech.edu


